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California's 'perfect' wave --110 miles inland from the beach 

Kelly Slater's artificial wave created by a machine in a patch of old farmland in California. 

By Joe Mozingo . Contact Reporter 
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S
urfers had never seen a spot like it: head-high waves unfurling like wrapping paper in pristine, 

tapering cylinders for more than a quarter-mile, with not a soul out to catch them. 

But something about the scene was amiss. Between waves, ducks floated in dead-still water the 

color of tea. A dusty eucalyptus windbreak lined the shore. And the breakers didn't have the bumps, 

boils and warbles that blemish even the cleanest ocean waves. 

Because they were not ocean waves. They did not come from a storm out at sea. 

They came from a machine on a patch of old farmland - and sent a shiver of awe through the surfing 

world from South Africa to Santa Cruz. 
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Within a week of 11-time world champion Kelly Slater uploading video of him riding the wave in 

December, it had 9 million views. 

Every surfer daydreams about a perfectly shaped wave that they can ride again and again, away from 

the bobbing masses that have turned even mediocre breaks into the oceanic equivalent of a Starbucks 

parking lot. 

Entrepreneurs fantasize about the cash they can make by breaking out of those natural confines. The 

sport and lifestyle already has spawned an industry worth tens of billions of dollars in specialized 

equipment, clothing, media and global tourism. 

Surf patois and fashion long ago infiltrated the nation's landlocked hinterlands. Now rival teams of 

technological innovators are trying like never before to bring the sport itself there, vying for patents and 

funding to make the dream of a man-made Pipeline or Rincon come true. 

For 10 years, Slater had been working with a team that includes a USC aerospace engineer to beat 

competitors in Spain, Germany, Australia and San Diego. 

He hasn't won the race; it's not clear how many waves an hour his pool can produce, or how much 

energy is consumed doing it. But he cleared a hurdle no one else has. 

"A wave of that shape sits in the subconsciousness of every surfer in the world," says longtime Surfer 

magazine editor Steve Hawk. "That wave is exactly the fantasy wave I drew on the margins of my 

notebooks when I was in high school." 

Slater kept his "secret spot" shrouded in mystery. He didn't say where it was, other than "110 miles from 

the coast." He hasn't said if the wave pool will be open to the public. 

But the sight of him carving across his waves' uniformly steep faces and repeatedly snapping sharp 

cutbacks to slip into its dark liquid tube - once for an astoundingly long 17 seconds - was too much to 

leave alone. 

Within days, Web sleuths and surf media, knowing his company warehouse was in Los Angeles, had 

zeroed in on a nearly half-mile-long former water-skiing pond outside the Central Valley town of 

Lemoore. 

Great events in surfing history have occurred on jagged coasts and far-flung tropical reefs from Half 

Moon Bay to Tasmania.  



No one expected a big one to occur on a back road to Fresno. 

Surfers from California to Australia conducted pilgrimages to see the wave, only to be turned away by a 

locked plank gate and a security guard. 

After failing to get through to Slater for an interview, a Times reporter made the trek and peeked 

through a back fence. But the wave monster was sleeping. 

"When I saw Slater's wave for the first time, it almost made me feel dizzy, like vertigo," says Matt 

Warshaw, a longtime surf writer and author of "The Encyclopedia of Surfing." "This changes 

fundamental things about how we feel about surfing." 

For many in the industry, it stirs hopes of creating big destination surf parks, expanding the market not 

just to inland spots but to coastal areas that don't get decent surf. It might be what gets surfing into the 

Olympics, possibly in Japan in 2020.

All of which torments purists, even those frothing with desire for Slater's wave. The elusive, forever

changing quality of ocean waves gives surfing its thrill and challenge, they say. Surfers spend their lives 

silently learning the quirks of their breaks, the vastly complex combination of tide, current, wind, swell 

and bathymetcy. 

And the heavier the conditions get, the more they feed off the adrenaline rush of speed, power and the 

real risk of drowning. 

"The thing that makes surfing so exciting, that makes it sink into your marrow, is that there are these 

fleeting moments of perfection in all this chaos," says Hawk, "and you have this hard-learned ability 

to ... hunt them down." 

Hawk says surfing in wave pools will require none of the skills and intuition surfers develop over 

decades. They won't even have to develop the unique musculature and timing to paddle a board through 

incoming surf to get to the break - they can just get out and walk. 

"We might have an Olympic champion surfer who has never duck-dived under a wave, never jumped off 

a jetty, never put on a leash, never been scared out of their wits," he says. "I find that future thoroughly 

disheartening. It's not real surfing." 

Thomas Lochtefeld, a longtime La Jolla surfer and owner of an artificial wave company in San Diego, 

agrees that it won't be the same. 







This pool is a 1/15-scale model of what he plans to build in a 425-foot length of canal in Rotterdam, 

Netherlands. 

After Rotterdam, he plans to build a 650-foot pool, with bigger waves ( up to 7 seven feet) in Bristol, 

England. 

"Bristol is going to be the Ferrari," Enjo adds. 

His overall goal is to create areas where hotel, retail and food and beverage space surround the waves. 

Surfing will be the entertainment. 

Warshaw dreads the moment when visiting such venues takes the place of venturing to far-flung islands 

such as the Mentawais, off Indonesia, or the Skeleton Coast of Namibia, where the waves can be perfect 

- but they might not come during your vacation.

With total predictability, it'll feel routine, he says. 

"Why are we so excited about standing in a tube of water?" Warshaw asks. "The attraction to it comes 

from how different it is, and how rare it is. 

"A wave pool takes it all away." 

That firm belief puts Warshaw, and many other surfers, in a moral quandary. 

So, if Slater called and ... 

"I'd be on a plane before dinner." 
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